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a b s t r a c t

Multiple astronomical datasets are available through internet and the astrophysical Distributed Comput-
ing Infrastructure (DCI) called Virtual Observatory (VO). Some scientific workflow technologies exist for
retrieving and combining data from those sources. However selection of relevant services, automation of
the workflows composition and the lack of user-friendly platforms remain a concern. This paper presents
CASAS, a tool for semantic web services composition in astrophysics. This tool proposes automatic
composition of astrophysical web services and brings a semantics-based, automatic composition of
workflows. It widens the services choice and eases the use of heterogeneous services. Semantic web
services composition relies on ontologies for elaborating the services composition; this work is based on
Astrophysical Services ONtology (ASON). ASON had its structure mostly inherited from the VO services
capacities. Nevertheless, our approach is not limited to the VO and brings VO plus non-VO services
together without the need for premade recipes. CASAS is available for use through a simple web interface.

1. Introduction

The use of modern astrophysical instruments creates the pro-

duction of massive datasets. Modern astrophysical instruments

are conceived from the ground up integrating science gateways in

their design. Those science gateways (SGWs) are composed of data,

processing pipelines and applications dedicated to the instrument.

They consist of software packages designed for the specificities of

the said instrument. Those packages generally include web and

desktop environment for online andoffline use. They are composed

of scientific libraries, grid and cloud computing, as well as work-

flow managers.

Use of astrophysical instruments produces data that are made

public, either after scientific publication or after theproprietary pe-

riodhas passed. TheVOhas beendesignedwith the goal of allowing

the access and enhancing the interoperability of this huge amount

of data. The VO is an astronomy-specific Distributed Computing

Infrastructure (DCI) offering standards for services query, data

access and data models. Around this DCI, different applications

(called ‘‘VO-compliant’’ applications) have been developed either

for specific needs like the CASSIS (Centre d’Analyse Scientifique de
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Spectres Instrumentaux et Synthétiques)1 for spectral analysis, or
more generic like Aladin2 (Boch et al., 2011) that is probably the
most well-known VO-compliant tool.

Despite the VO efforts, bringing together a number of different
tasks in order to produce a scientific result may involve different
tools and services. Those steps may not be easy to assemble, share
andmodify outside of a dedicatedworkflowmanager. To overcome
this problem, Ruiz et al. (2014) propose AstroTaverna, which is a
plugin for Taverna workflow manager that brings VO services.

Meanwhile, many web services are available for astrophysics,
both inside and outside the Virtual Observatory architecture and
specific instruments pipelines. Exploring the capacities of services
(the information they may provide and the input parameters they
need to be used) regardless of their specific DCI or outside from any
DCI remains a concern.

Web services discovery and composition is at the core of many
research work in computer science addressing exactly this kind
of concerns. A recent survey (Lemos et al., 2016) establishes a
framework for the description and comparison of the different
approaches, based on the analysis of 12 platforms. Among the 12
platforms analyzed, only one platform (Taverna) was addressing
scientificworkflows, while 10 out of 12were dealingwith business

1 http://cassis.irap.omp.eu/?page=cassis.
2 http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2011ascl.soft12019C.



processes and 1 with mashups (Yahoo! Pipes) but targeting end-
users programmers audience rather than domain experts.

While Taverna addresses scientific workflows, the composition
itself is not automatic and needs technical background. It also
needs to be aware of the content available inside the thousands
and thousands of services available. Even after services discovery
process, dozens of services may be candidates for providing the
same output. In that sense, Taverna (and as a result, this goes for
AstroTaverna) is oriented towards end-user programmers (Lemos
et al., 2016), even if the composed workflows are available online
through recipes reusable by domain experts without technical
background.

In order to propose an automatic composition of workflows
for end-users without technical background knowledge, this work
presents a tool called CASAS. This tool aims at providing a semantic
composition of web services independent from their original DCI,
specific language, protocol or format. It provides this composition
on-the-fly, from domain-expert description without the need to
conform to a specific description format. This composition needs
no action from the user; the selection of relevant services among
different candidates is made by analyzing the previous workflows
results. This behavior is modifiable by the user, leading to another
services election.

Related works on services selection and workflow composition
in astrophysics, and the motivations behind the design of CASAS
will be exposed in Section 2. Section 3 will present the design
of the application and Section 4 will give an overview of its use.
Section 5will discuss the results obtained and the limitations of our
approach. Conclusions and future works will be raised in Section 6.

2. Related works

2.1. Web services selection in astrophysics

The widest source of web services for obtaining astrophysical
information is the Virtual Observatory. The VO is unified under an
association, International Virtual ObservatoryAlliance (IVOA)3 that
defines standards and protocols for describing and sharing astro-
physical data. While IVOA is the central actor, the VO is not mono-
lithic and several initiatives coexist addressing the same goal:
Providing a unified, efficient and simple way to access data from
various sources. Among those initiatives, one can find software
development for specific tasks or scientific use-cases, federation
of instruments accessible under a common interface like USVAO
Data Discovery Tool,4 or IVOA standards adaptation to specific
astrophysical fields like astrochemistry in VAMDC (Dubernet et
al., 2016).

IVOA offers the use of registries (Schaaff, 2007) to select rele-
vant web services for a given request. Those registries may either
be harvested by keywords or by a more advanced search taking
several elements into account (services descriptions, subjects etc.).
When queried by the use of keywords, every keyword entered
is to be found alone or in combination with the other (AND/OR
toggle in the interface). Results from the registries include a brief
description of the services with their URL. An XML file is also
returned, containing all the information available through the use
of the said services. The following steps consisting of deciding
whether or not a service is suitable among every service returned
and querying the selected services are up to the user.

Another way to find astrophysical web services inside the VO
is using VO applications, such as Aladin and Topcat Taylor (2011).
Those applications offer a simpleway to find services. Aladin offers
to search VO content for images, spectra or catalogs based on the

3 http://ivoa.net/.
4 http://usvao.org/index.html%3Fpage_id=344.html.

coordinates or the name of an object. Aladin displays only a short

description of the services, and determining which service is the

more suitable for a specific use-case is up to the user.

Topcat uses a keyword system similar to the one used in

registries. Topcat allows browsing different registries, accessing

services content and displaying the results. However, the queries

to the services have to be done one by one until a service provides

useful data.

2.2. Workflow composition in astrophysics

Workflow composition in astrophysics ismainly used inside the

instruments science gateways. As an example, the INAF (Instituto

Nazionale Di Astrofisica) Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) Science

Gateway (Costa et al., 2015) designed for the upcoming CTA instru-

ment usesWS-PGRADE/gUse framework for its workflowmanage-

ment. Twomain components are found in this framework (Kacsuk

et al., 2012): gUse handles the access to multiple DCIs and WS-

PGRADE is the workflow manager. WS-PGRADE offers a user in-

terface and embeds a workflow engine called ‘‘Zen’’. WS-PGRADE

uses its own XML-based language for workflows descriptions, that

are directed, acyclic graphs.

In their work for AstroTaverna, Ruiz et al. (2014) list the most

important approaches for workflow management in astrophysics

outside the scope of SGWs. Their conclusion is still valid, that those

approaches solve very specific scientific caseswith specialized data

reduction. The ‘‘Virtual Observatory oriented SPECtrumworkflow’’

(VOSPECFLOW) (Lèbre et al., 2012) application is an example of

using the VO protocols and formats for a given scientific use-case

embedded in a specific software. Databases are queried through

VO protocols and data retrieved are described using VO formats.

However, the specificities of the spectra used in this workflow

prevented the use of any pre-existing VO-compliant software.

AstroTaverna brings the astrophysical services composition into

Taverna, thus offering a reliable, reusable and modifiable services

composition embedded inside dedicated software.

AstroTaverna has been reused inside a more generic workflow

manager in a work dedicated to bring VO-compliant workflows

inside SGWs (Castelli et al., 2015). Thiswork embeds AstroTaverna

workflows inside a global manager using the ‘‘SHaring Interopera-

ble Workflows for large-scale scientific simulations on Available

DCIs’’ (SHIWA)5 Simulation Platform (SSP). SHIWA is based on

WS-PGRADE/gUse framework and allows frameworks from differ-

ent languages and managers to be incorporated as modules.

2.3. Motivations

TheVirtual Observatory is not the onlyway to find astrophysical

data, and several databases outside the VO can be found on the

web offering specific query interfaces and content like Hyper-

Leda (Makarov et al., 2014) for galaxies. There is no standardized

way of finding resources outside of the VO in astrophysics. Besides,

integrating such services in existing workflows managers needs

consequent technical background. Interfaces need to be designed,

and automation of the queries ensured.

Besides, the counterpart of VO registries for VO applications is

at its very beginnings.6 As a consequence, VO-compliant software

like Aladin offers possibilities of analysis, display and data manip-

ulation that are not registered in the VO DCI. VOSPECFLOW (Lèbre

et al., 2012) is another good example of scientific application that

is not described inside the VO.

5 http://www.shiwa-workflow.eu.
6 http://voar.jmmc.fr/index.html.



Furthermore, existing workflows approaches in astrophysics
rely on recipes. AstroTaverna shares its recipes through the My-
Experiment website,7 where they can be downloaded. Modifying
those recipes or creating new recipes fromscratch needs both tech-
nical background and a-priori knowledge on the services available.
Even if AstroTaverna allows searching for services, those services
need to be selected or rejected by the end-user. This is not an
easy task, because there are more than 10000 services registered
in the VO only for ConeSearch protocol. Other protocols will offer
supplementary services, and many dozens of services may fulfill
the user requirements. Moreover, the content of services is tied to
astrophysical objects. There is no limit to the number of services
that may provide given information, but only a few of them may
provide it for a given object. Thus, the user is constrained, while
elaborating a workflow either to fulfill a very precise scientific
case (for example, only dealing with specific objects) or finding
as many services as possible that may generalize the use of the
said workflow. Elaborating a recipe with a workflow manager or
modifying an existing recipe is not an easy task.

The work exposed in this paper aims at automating the compo-
sition of astrophysical workflows. This composition should inte-
grate any service described inside ASON, regardless of the nature
of the said service (data provider or analytical service) and original
DCI. The goal of the composition should be expressed in natural
language, so that the user does not have to conform to predefined
keywords. The composition should not require any technical skill.
Lastly, CASAS should propose alternative composition of services
for the cases where services do not contain the required informa-
tion for a given context.

3. The CASAS design

CASAS explores the solutions that semantic web composition
of services can bring concerning those motivations. The user of
CASAS only needs to express what result the system may provide.
The workflows generated by the system incorporate VO and non
VO data services. The services are elected following criteria taking
into account the history of the previous generated workflows. The
weight of this history into the workflow generation is controlled
by the user, may bemodified and alternativeworkflows generated.
Every workflow generation is done automatically, and no specific
keywords are necessary (details are provided in Section 3.2).

CASAS is designed to be a complementary tool for existing
workflowsmanagers. This complementarity comes from twomain
features:

• The fact that CASAS discovery of services removes the
need for predefined keywords. This allows a more efficient
matching of user needs with actual services content.

• The CASAS ability to automatically evaluate more services
during the composition than a user may do on his own.

As a consequence, CASAS compositions may serve as a basis for
other workflows managers involving more specialized services or
analysis whose description is not available in ASON.

CASAS is also a testing semantic infrastructure for bringing VO
services, non-VO services and analytical tools altogether.

3.1. Overall architecture

Following the principles of the semantic web, CASAS transfers
the knowledge of the services capacities from the user to ontology.
Choice of relevant services is based on generic user criteria defined
on the web interface. The composed workflows are graphically

7 http://www.myexperiment.org.

displayed on this interface, and results come with a description of
the services used.

The architecture of CASAS follows a preliminary design ex-
posed in Louge et al. (2015), centered on ontology for astro-
physical services. The generated workflows come from automatic
reasoning using semantic representation of knowledge based on
ASON (Louge et al., 2017). Fig. 1 describes CASAS final design that is
exposed hereafter. In the following description, the term ‘‘service’’
will be used without distinction for data providers services and
analytical services, registered in the VO, any other DCI or outside
of any DCI.

The first component of the architecture is not accessible for
the end-user. It is used for integrating new services inside the
ontology, and is called the feeding layer. The feeding layer consists
of procedures and methods allowing the description of a service
inside ASON. Registering a service in ASON requires an XML file
and a piece of software code. The XML file contains a general
description of the service, a description of every output and input
information and the units associated, if any. Every description is
expressed in natural language, and automatically associated with
the more relevant element inside ASON. The last two information
in this XML file are either:

• the URL of the service and the protocol, if any existing
protocol inside ASON fits the service (e.g. a new IVOA SSAP
service)

• or the name of the software code that takes the inputs and
produces the outputs for the service.

Services registered in ASON and consequently available in CASAS
have been registered through automatic use of the feeding layer.
Their descriptions mainly come from the automatic query of
VO-Paris registry.8 Non-VO services in CASAS have been registered
throughmanual use of the feeding layer, by generating an XML file
and passing it to the feeding layer interface.

The listing 1 exposes an example of such an XML file tailored for
the feeding layer.

Every tag from this file represents some metadata under-
lying the semantic description of the service. The metadata
specifically describing services capacities are the content of
‘‘<DESCRIPTION>’’ tags. Every element from those tags is mapped
with ASON content to find the best individual or concept in the
ontology for expressing its semantics. The mapping method itself
is non trivial, and beyond the scope of this paper. For a better un-
derstanding, we can precise that it relies on syntactic and semantic
matching between ASON annotations and the content of XML tags.
The ontology ASON has been designed by using every description
found in services from VOParis registry. The taxonomic structure
and the annotations of concepts and individuals in the ontology
have been extracted from those descriptions. Every VO servicemay
be expressed in an XML file similar to the one exposed in listing
1, that is quite close to the XML definition found in registries.
Consequently, more than 11130 VO services are available inside
CASAS for workflow composition.

Finding a good services’ composition (a composition that
matches the users’ requirements) is the role the reasoning layer.
This layer is in charge of selecting the relevant services to produce
the outputs of the workflow. It uses the information given as input
by the user and ensures every services interoperability in-between.
Every useful service is selected in a first run of the composition
algorithm, and among those services only one per information is
elected. This step of electing a service among many candidates
takes history of the previous composed workflows into account, as
described in 3.3. The reasoning layer uses a Knowledge Based (KB)

8 http://voparis-srv.obspm.fr/portal/vo.php.



Fig. 1. CASAS architecture.

copied from ASON without embedding human-related resources
like labels and descriptions.

Once the workflow has been composed, it is necessary to run
the services, which comprises the orchestration phase (determin-
ing the order in which services may be run) and the execution
phase (running the services) (Puttonen et al., 2013) . The exe-
cution layer is in charge of those phases. Taking the input infor-
mation provided by the user, it runs the corresponding services,
producing the necessary information for the following step and
goes on until all of the outputs are produced. The execution layer
is very content-sensitive, when it comes to the actual query of
services. In most cases, a given service may be registered as a
provider for a given information, but will not contain the given
information for the current context. As an example, the service
‘‘j_apj_693_1084’’ is registered in ASONas a provider for ‘‘radial ve-
locity’’ measurement, but does not contain this information for the
specific galaxy ‘‘MRK1224’’. These ‘‘execution holes’’ are prevented
by the traceability/learning layer, which stores the combination
of services that worked well together, and the contexts where a
service queries were successful. Besides this layer, by using the
web interface the user may:

• Redefine the weights given to a specific history aspect.
• Run every service available, so that every solution provided

by CASAS is explored (‘‘Deep Workflow’’).

The traceability/learning layer (TLL) is the last component of
CASAS. It provides the reasoning layer with information about
the previous results associated with a given service. When the

composition algorithm encounters a service, it queries the TLL
about:

• Whether or not this service has been previously used in the
same context (with the same input values).

• The number of services candidates in the current workflow
that have been previously used in conjunction with the said
service in previous workflows that provided information.

• The quality of the service for the information requested (the
‘‘specialization’’ parameter in the interface).

The TLL stores:

• The input parameters of a servicewhen this service provided
the information requested for a previous query.

• The composition of the workflows that successfully pro-
vided the information they were designed to provide.

• The user rating of a service for a given output information.

3.2. Services selection

The services selection in CASAS is based on advanced syntactic
matching between a user description of outputs and the semantic
content available in CASAS. This method resolves the problems of
misunderstanding keywords (‘‘color index’’ and ‘‘color index’’ will
match together), but this is not its main benefit.

The main advantage of this syntactic matching is to be able to
describe the outputs of the workflow without changing the user



usual behavior. Any level of detail is acceptable, and here is an ex-
ample of this: ‘‘heliocentric radial velocity’’ will give amore generic
selection of services than ‘‘heliocentric radial velocity in optics’’,
that will itself lead to the same composition than ‘‘heliocentric ra-
dial velocity, optical measurement’’. All the three descriptions will
be identified in CASAS andwill guide the composition algorithm to
the appropriate level of detail.

3.3. Workflow composition

As a modular services ontology containing an astrophysical-
specific module, ASON provides us with the ability to access as-
trophysical web services through a description that is independent
from the services original DCI. Inputs, outputs and grounding (the
actualway to access a given service) are described in ASON through
the two modules that compose the ontology. Fig. 2 exposes the
ASON generic architecture, while Fig. 3 shows a concrete example
of its use Louge et al. (2017). CASAS resolves all the constraints
in one single run, so that every service available for any output
requested is elected in a single call to the composition algorithm.

Once a workflow has been composed, it is likely to contain
dozens of services for some very common information. The compo-
sition algorithm calculates weights for each service regarding each
information the given service may provide. Those weights are not
set up once and for all, they rather depend on the current context
on which the service may be used. They are calculated using the
information provided by the TLL described in 3.1, and the best
service after calculation is the one elected for the given information
in the ‘‘quick workflow’’.

Those weights are divided in three categories, which are:

Fig. 2. ASON architecture.

• (1) The services precedent answers with the same inputs.

• (2) The service precedent use in conjunction with other

services in a successful workflow.

• (3) The service specialization (user rating).

Two main aspects must be taken into account concerning the

workflow composition, that are the possible bias and the specific

problem of multiple names for astrophysical objects.



Fig. 3. ASON concrete implementation.

Concerning the first aspect, the automatic selection of services
by the weight-based method proposed in CASAS may cause bias,
such as very large services with many capacities participating in
more workflows than smaller, more specialized ones. This could
cause weights (1) and (2) to grow, and lead to large services dom-
inance towards more specialized services that may better match
an outlier user case. That kind of bias is countered by the weight
(3), that enhances selection of smaller, more specialized catalogs
towards large, generic catalogs. The importance of each weight
may so vary from case to case, and it is possible to use the interface
to adjust these parameters to the current case. This will lead to
the composition of another workflow. Therefore, if the user needs
to give the priority to the weight expressing the specialization
of services, this can be done by increasing the role of weight (3)
and decreasing the role of weights (1) and (2) in the composition.
Besides, if the user wants to test every combination of services
possible, this may be done by using the ‘‘Deep workflow’’. This
‘‘Deep workflow’’ queries every service available, so that it does
not suffer from any bias deriving from the history of previous com-
positions. Different bias may occur in a human-related research
through the VO and through non-VO astrophysical resources. The
dominance of very large, well-known and well-described services
on smaller services has beenmentioned. Another kind of bias is the
user knowledge that will lead to query more frequently services
that the user knows a-priori, rather than services discovered after
analysis of the wide range of services available. This bias is ex-
cluded from CASAS, that composes services by reasoning on every
service registered in the system. Nevertheless, there may be biases
that CASAS does not address, or even biases that are caused by the
automatic reasoning underlying the approach.

The second aspect is that in astrophysics, an object can have
multiple names or identifiers. CASAS relies on the services them-
selves for disambiguation of target names; that its algorithms do
not provide. This problem of multiple target names is usually
resolved by the services themselves, like SOPHIE database9 or
Polarbase.10 VO protocols like ConeSearch or SSAP can be used
through coordinates of objects instead of their identifiers.

4. Using CASAS

CASAS is available online11 and its interface provides some ex-
amples of use. Several services that do not provide VO description

9 http://atlas.obs-hp.fr/sophie/.
10 http://polarbase.irap.omp.eu.
11 http://cta1.bagn.obs-mip.fr.

or VO protocol have been integrated to illustrate the capacities of
the approach. CASAS may use Aladin12 for field chart generation
and AladinLite for interactive sky views. Some non-VO services are
available (e.g. for ‘‘magnetic field detection’’). However, the very
large majority of the services integrated in CASAS come from the
automatic filling exposed in III.1 with VO services.

4.1. CASAS web interface

Using CASAS is as simple as possible: the user indicates what
input he may provide and what output information he wants to
obtain. In this first version, the only available input information is
the name of a single object and a radius around this object. Once
those input have been defined, the button ‘‘Seek services’’ will run
the workflow composition.

Fig. 4 illustrates the input and output parameters definition of
CASAS, defined from use of ‘‘Galactic example 2’’.

The composedworkflowwill appear beyond the ‘‘Seek services’’
button. The displayedworkflow is by default the ‘‘quick workflow’’
composed using the TLL for electing the best services available for
the current workflow. The blue squares indicate services elected
in the workflow, the blue rounds information used by the services.
The informationwith no entering edges is user-given and the green
rounds indicate output information of the workflow fulfilling the
outputs asked by the user. Two options, ‘‘Draw quick workflow’’
and ‘‘Draw deep workflow’’ will toggle the display between the
twoworkflows. An example of generated workflow is presented in
Fig. 5. The next, optional step consists in redefining the importance
of the criteria listed in III.3 and recomposing the quick workflow
accordingly. The quick workflow or the deep workflow may then
be run, and the results will be displayed in tables beyond the
workflow display window. For each service queried containing
a relevant information for the workflow, the description of the
service comes as a tooltip.

Some important information for the TLL is gathered during the
run of the workflow. The first corresponds to the first category
of weights in Section 3.3, when a service successfully returns an
information for its input parameters it is registered into the TLL.
Whether this information was of good quality or not comes later
in the process. When a workflow ends, all the services successfully
queried (meaning having returned a usable information) during
the run are registered together into the TLL. As the success of
a query greatly depends on the content of services, keeping this
track makes sense. It means that in a given context, some services
have been successfully used together. This corresponds to the
second category of weights in Section 3.3. The button ‘‘validate this
service’’ gives the TLL another feedback. This is the user feedback
that the associated service, with its associated inputs has given
useful information for the current workflow. This feedback will
be used by the composition algorithm for the future compositions
and corresponds to the third category of weights in Section 3.3. An
example of results is exposed in Fig. 6.

4.2. The provided examples

CASAS web interface comes with examples of outputs and in-
puts for workflow composition. None of those examples provided
in the top of the query interface is hardcoded or pre-tailored. They
have been put together to show what possibilities the semantic
web services composition approach may bring in astrophysics
workflow composition. Every example is only a pre-determined
filling of the interface fields. They are fully modifiable and only
present a first sandbox set of possible queries.

12 http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/java/FAQ.htx#ToC158.



Fig. 4. CASAS I/O definition.

Fig. 5. Extract of a workflow displayed in CASAS.

The first available example illustrates the use of analytical ser-

vices into CASAS approach by using Aladin field chart generation

and interactive skyview together with the query for heliocentric

radial velocity and effective temperature for the star SIRIUS.

The second one illustrates the use of non-VO data provider (for

magnetic field detection) together with VO services.

The third one illustrates how spectra can be queried in CASAS,

taking the wavelength into account during the services selection.

The last example, labeled ‘‘Galactic example 2’’ in the interface,

mimics a workflow taken from Taverna.13 The original workflow

13 http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/2614.html.

extracts five different information fromHyperLeda database, given
a list of galaxies. CASAS counterpart extracts four out of the original
five information either from HyperLeda or other relevant services,
for one galaxy at a time.

5. CASAS vs. Taverna: discussion

In their paper, Lemos et al. (2016) propose a framework for
composition approaches characterization, and also state that ap-
proaches dealing with scientific workflows and approaches using
semantic web services composition are rare. Taverna, which is
characterized in Lemos et al. (2016) is one of the approaches
dealing with scientific workflows. AstroTaverna (Ruiz et al., 2014),



Fig. 6. Extract of results displayed in CASAS.

based on Taverna, is a widely-used tool for workflow composition

in astrophysics. It allows the composition and execution of work-

flows for astrophysical services. This is the reason why CASAS is

compared to Taverna in this section. The comparison is done using

the framework proposed by Lemos et al. (2016). Characterization

of CASAS is exposed in the following tables. The characterization of

Taverna comes from the survey itself.

Table 1 exposes the Language and target user dimensions of

the framework. The most relevant differences are that while Tav-

erna stands for the most widely-used components (SOAP/REST,

JSON/XML etc.), CASAS brings the semantic web services technolo-

gies in the field of astrophysics.

The target user is also different, as when Taverna targets the

end-user programmers, CASAS is directed towards the end-user

without any required technical background knowledge (‘‘end-

users app remixers’’, in the language of the framework). CASASmay

also describe any web service, and any non-web service properly

described in ASON. As an example, the screenshots in Fig. 6 con-

tain the results for the ‘‘Galactic example2’’ example that mimics

Taverna workflow. It also displays an image obtained by the auto-

matic call of Aladin routine through CASAS. This may also include

non-scientific services, explaining why the ‘‘target app’’ is also

different. Some other, less crucial differences exist especially in

dataflowmanagement.When Taverna relies on pieces of dedicated

software to handle units management, in CASAS this management

is done by the means of regular services. As a consequence, units

conversion in CASAS will be achieved by the means of services

registered inside the system and automatically included in the

workflow, when needed. No service specifically tailored for units

conversion is included in the first CASAS version. Nevertheless,

the use of such services has been taken into account in the design

and does not differ from the use of any other service in the CASAS

composition approach.

The ‘‘controlled natural language‘‘ in Table 1 means that the
users’ query expressed in natural language is mapped to the ASON
content. This allows selection of the most relevant information
identified by the query inside the ontology. So that it is natural
language, controlled because it is mapped towards an ontological
description.

Table 2 presents the knowledge reuse and automation di-
mensions. When Taverna proposes a complete definition of the
reusableworkflows or fragments through theMyExperimentweb-
site,14 CASAS does not show its internal reuse of previous compo-
sitions. In return, CASAS automates all the reuses and benefits from
users feedback when elaborating the services composition.

Table 3 exposes the tool support and execution platformdimen-
sions. Because Taverna uses Business Process Engine it natively
brings multithreading, runtime monitoring and some other func-
tionalities that the native code of CASAS does not brings. There is
no need for support tools for CASAS, as its goal is to propose the
simplest and most comprehensive experience as possible.

Table 4 summarizes the above by assessing AstroTaverna and
CASAS on a set of features. The sign ‘‘++’’ designates a criterion
that is a part of the platform specific goals, ‘‘+’’ indicates that the
criterion is taken into account in the platform, and ‘‘−’’ indicates a
criterion for which the platform does not provide any help.

As CASAS is designed to be fully automated, some interaction
must be hidden. This happens when analytical services are in-
voked; the internal parameters are out of range for the end-user
and need to be defined once and for all.

Another limitation is that for a given set of objects, a given
workflow in CASAS has to be rerun for every object in the set.
Besides that, as the values of the input parameters are taken at the
very beginning of the services composition, theworkflow has to be

14 http://www.myexperiment.org.



Table 1

Language and target user dimensions.

Language

Component Target app. Notation and

paradigm

Composition

constructs

Crosscutting

concerns

Target user

Control flow Data flow and data

transfer

Taverna Composes data. JAVA,

JSON and XML formats.

Supports SOAP and REST

protocol. Push

interactions. Design time

selection

Scientific

workflows

Visual

notation,

flow

diagrams.

Flow-based

paradigm

Simple

control flow

(sequence

and

exclusive

choices)

Dataflow for data

exchange, prebuilt

processors for data

processing. Data

transformation via

transformation

languages

Exceptions

(retry and

alternative

tasks)

End-user

program-

mers

(domain

experts)

CASAS Composes data. OWL-S

based description.

Natively supports VO

protocols and REST.

Supports every protocol

with provided grounding

code. Pull interaction.

Deployment time

selection.

Scientific

workflows,

mashups.

Visual

notation,

flow

diagrams.

Flow-based

paradigm.

Controlled

natural

language.

Simple

control flow

(sequence

and

alternative

choices)

Blackboard. Data

transformation

services described

as regular services.

Exceptions

(Alternative

tasks).

End-user

app

remixers

Table 2

The knowledge reuse and automation dimensions.

Knowledge reuse

Reused artifact Reuse technique Automation

Taverna Components, examples, and

fragments through their

encapsulation as components

Keyword search, copy/paste,

repository and forum

Not addressed

CASAS Fragments, user feedback File description matchings

+criteria selection

Embedded in the

composition algorithm

Table 3

Tool support and execution platform dimensions.

Tool support Execution platform

Deployment option Execution engine

Taverna Versioning, manuals, tutorials,

and FAQ

On premises and on cloud Business process engine

CASAS Not available On premises and on cloud Native code

Table 4

Taverna/CASAS comparison.

Criteria AstroTaverna CASAS

Overall ease of use + ++

Ease of services discovery + ++

Automation of composition − ++

Quality evaluation during composition − ++

Workflow documentation ++ −

Workflow reuse with different parameters ++ +

User control on the composition ++ +

re-composed for every object. Other workflow managers (namely,

Taverna) authorize a list of targets to be passed and queried as a
whole.

CASAS is currently hosted in a virtual machine with limited

storage space (20 GB) and RAM size (4 GB) with Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2640 0 @ 2.50 GHz. As a result, CASAS composition and ex-

ecution of large workflows are slow and may last several minutes
each. CASAS is currently not compatible with Safari web browser.

6. Conclusion and future work

Exploiting the full potential of astrophysical data and analytical
services through services composition is an ongoing challenge.

Existing platforms tend to be either very specialized (SGWs), or

suffer from the difficulty in discovering relevant services for a

specific goal. In all cases, sufficient technical background and

a-priori knowledge about services content are necessary to ensure

efficient composition.

CASAS brings the semantic web services composition to astro-

physics. It proposes fully-automated composition of services based

on a semantic description of their capacities and grounding. It eases

the description of the workflows outputs, making the automatic

selection of services easier than the keyword-based method used

by existing tools.

CASAS is designed to provide a complementary tool for existing

workflows managers. The semantic web composition proposed by

CASAS is an approach that deserves to be tested, as it brings a

new method for finding astrophysical services composition. This

method embeds any DCI-compliant data provider or analytical ser-

vice alike. The workflows composition will become more accurate

as it is used and the Traceability/Learning Layer (TLL) is filled with

user returns and history of successful combination of services.

In futureworks, integration of aweb interface allowing the end-

user to provide description of new services is planned. This will

automatically bring the new service inside ASON description and

allow its selection for future compositions. This future enhance-

ment will comewith a list of all services accessible through CASAS,

divided intoVOandnon-VO services. Theuserswill so have a better

understanding of whether or not a service is available.



TLL is currently composed of individual files, storing each of
the TLL criteria. The overall system will benefit from having those
information either integrated back on ASON, or in a side ontology.
This will be discussed and integrated into future releases of the
system.

ASON ontology has been populated using the VOParis registry.
In order to provide automatic access to the higher number of
services possible, the next update of this ontology will come from
a registry that has record for every resource known in the VO. A list
of such registries can be found in the IVOA registry of registries.15

The last software update planned for CASAS consists in includ-
ing services for units conversion in the system, so that services not
sharing the same units may be used in conjunction.

The technical architecture enhancement is also on the roadmap,
and along with those changes the user will gain the ability to give
more inputs than the object name and a radius. Specifying the units
desired for any output value, together with the ability to pass a list
of objects rather than an object alone, will also appear. Bringing
the results in a VO-table description is on the planning, and the
architectural enhancementwould also give CASAS the opportunity
to return more outputs than the 4 ones currently available.

The relevancy of bringing CASAS into a more global scope in
astrophysics will be investigated. This scope would consist in the
composition of wide astrophysics domain ontology able to do
reasoning sustained with expert knowledge. This reasoning would
incorporate CASAS for finding relevant information or analysis
when missing. This may set the stone for a real decision support
system for astrophysicists.
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